
 

Vibe Sound Usb Turntable Manual

the vibesound usb turntable is the perfect device for people who want to listen to music around the house. you can enjoy
music in any room with the built-in speakers. you can also connect it to your home stereo and use it to play your cd

collection. the connection is simple, just plug it in to your home stereo or car stereo system and enjoy your music. the
vibesound usb turntable is a usb-powered turntable that is easy to set up. once you’re done setting it up, you can start
enjoying the tunes right away. it is also very easy to transport around, which makes it perfect for people who want to

listen to music on the go. by connecting the unit to a standard a/v receiver or sound system, an analogue source can be
converted to digital. the unit's usb functionality makes it easy to connect the turntable to a pc for backup or conversion to
a new format, without having to open the case. automatic gain control (agc) lets the unit to handle any music source on
the usb port. the unit includes a number of pre-set functions so you can change the speed, pitch, treble, balance, and

equalization. it also includes a usb to serial port so you can connect the unit to your computer using a usb to rs232
adaptor cable. the turntable includes some useful functions like record off and rewind. the unit is powered by two aaa

batteries, and it is also very easy to set up. you plug in the unit to a wall outlet and plug in the usb cable to the receiver or
sound system. that's it! all it does is bring in the music! you can also bring music to the unit via your computer if you have

a usb to serial port adapter.
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balance, and equalization. it also includes a usb to serial
port so you can connect the unit to your computer using a
usb to rs232 adaptor cable. the turntable includes some

useful functions like record off and rewind. the unit is
powered by two aaa batteries, and it is also very easy to

set up. you plug in the unit to a wall outlet and plug in the
usb cable to the receiver or sound system. that's it! all it

does is bring in the music! you can also bring music to the
unit via your computer if you have a usb to serial port
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